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Part 1 

Supporting a project in the project 

establishment and implementation phase



INVESTMENT FACILITATION:

WHERE IPAS MEET INVESTORS
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SUPPORTING A PROJECT DURING 

PROJECT ESTABLISHMENT

� Facilitating the investment approval and incentive 

granting process

� Assistance through the bureaucracy

– Visas and stay permits

– Work permits

– Factory licenses

– Company registration

– Labour regulations

– Site clearance

– Other permits, etc.

� One stop-shop? In practice not likely
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ENTRY APPROVALS

� Visas and stay permits

� Company registration

� Investment project registration

� Initial bank deposit

� Residence and work permit

� Tax office registration

� Foreign investment licensing

� Business and trading permit

� Statistical office registration

� Health care & pension plans

� Social security registration

LAND, SITE DEVELOPMENT, UTILITY

• Access to State land

• Town planning certificate

• Site inspections and general approvals

• Building permits

• Electricity and power connection

• Telephone, telex and Internet

• Water and sewage

• Customs

• Post box

ADMINISTRATIVE AREAS FOR INVESTMENT 

FACILITATION IN THE ESTABLISHMENT STAGE

Source: ADMINISTRATIVE BARRIERS TO FOREIGN INVESTMENT

IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES (Jacques Morisset

Olivier Lumenga Neso, May 2002), World Bank/ IFC/FIAS
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SUPPORTING A PROJECT DURING PROJECT 

ESTABLISHMENT, CONT.

� Pro-actively identify immediate and future needs:

– Infrastructure

– Manpower

– Support services and activities

– Customs services

– Follow-up with periodic assessments

� Feed this information to respective agencies to 

ensure immediate response and to assist with 

future planning
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SUPPORTING A PROJECT DURING 

PROJECT ESTABLISHMENT, CONT.

� On-going trouble-shooting

– With utilities

– With regulatory matters – customs clearance, hiring of labour, 
taxation, immigration, etc.

– Resolving inconsistencies of local procedures with national legal 
framework.

– Coordination among local agencies

� Actively building networks of investors:

– Investor meetings

– Meetings of industrial zone/SEZ tenants (if relevant to the location)

– Meetings of chambers of commerce and other industry associations
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SUPPORTING A PROJECT DURING PROJECT 

ESTABLISHMENT, CONT.

� Provide value-added services

– Supplier identification (e.g. BUILD in Thailand).

– Partnership building.

– Coordination of access to non-IPA services
• finance

• export information

• technology support programmes

– Assistance with expansion plans.

� Continuation to act as an “account executive”

– Tracking and monitoring project

– Actively identifying and implementing solutions.
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� One-door: all government agencies represented in one 

location

� One-window: one agency having authority to accept 

applications for permits from all other agencies/ministries)

� One-portal (online single window), ideally providing an 

integrated service facility 

OPTIONS FOR ONE STOP SHOP
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� To be effective, OSS should have all-embracing authority. Is this 
desirable? Feasible?

� Other agencies/ministries will engage in turf battles, mandates 
and authority will be undermined

� IPAs with OSS authority should report directly to head of 
government/state

� Risk of building massive and expensive bureaucratic super-agency 
undermining efficiency and ability for rapid response

� At best, IPA-OSS has coordinating authority

CHALLENGES FOR ONE STOP SHOP
“THERE IS A VERY REAL RISK THAT A ‘ONE STOP SHOP’ BECOMES ‘ONE 

MORE STOP” (SANYAYA LALL)
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Part 2

Aftercare and investor development



FOLLOW UP AND “AFTERCARE SERVICES”: 
THE IPA’S JOB IS NEVER FINISHED

Normally entails monitoring, which consists of 

periodic contact with investors, ongoing 

troubleshooting, and anticipating investors’ future 

needs
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WHAT IS AFTERCARE AND INVESTOR 

DEVELOPMENT?

An important aspect of aftercare and investor development is 

listening to, and helping of investors in case of additional 

inquiries or encountered issues

� Aftercare relates to the re-active management of existing investors 

� Investor Development relates to pro-actively helping existing companies 

to grow

� Requires anticipating future needs or issues related to the next phase of 

operations

� Providing good aftercare can built trust but strong investor development 

helps the company to develop, put down roots and can also stimulate 

other regional activity.
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WHAT IS AFTERCARE AND INVESTOR DEVELOPMENT?
CONT.

According to the World Bank’s Multilateral Investment 
Guarantee Agency (MIGA), aftercare entails:

� The management of relationships with existing investors

� The investment promotion equivalent of customer care

� Adherence to the “old sales motto” that it is almost nine 
times less costly to sell to an existing customer as it is to 
attract and successfully develop a new one

� In the end aftercare is what investors say it is
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WHY IS AFTERCARE AND INVESTOR 

DEVELOPMENT SO IMPORTANT?

� Keeping it is easier than winning it’

• The one dollar versus 10 dollar rule……..

• Protect existing initial investment

• Stimulate future expansions: key lead generator

• Establish strong relationship with major accounts

• Prevent potential investor-state disputes

• Soften the impact from economic crisis

• Mutual stake in generating profits and earnings (increased tax income, creating new 

employment)

• Multiplier effects: think of what you can achieve if you can almost double the amount of FDI 

through existing investors!

• Stimulate local clustering and inter-trading linkages

• Testimonials and ambassadors that can generate additional FDI
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THE BUSINESS CASE FOR AFTERCARE

� Agencies all over the world are emphasising the importance of after-

care, but only few have a high quality service

� A large share of FDI takes place through reinvestments or reinvested 

earnings!

� In some countries this is:

– more than 50% (Ireland and Scotland)

– 35% (Mexico)

– Yet on average only 10% of the budget is spent on aftercare

� Two-thirds of companies say that aftercare positively influences their 

expansion plans. In developed countries over half of FDI is expansions

� In particular after the crisis, investment retention has become a priority
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� Consolidate: improve low implementation rates

� Retain: keep existing investors from leaving

� Embed: extract benefits for development

� Expand: get reinvestments

� Diversify: support opportunities for other, higher value 
business activities.

WHY AFTERCARE?

“CREED” PRINCIPLE
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PURPOSE OF AFTERCARE: 

BUILDING INVESTOR CONFIDENCE, TRUST AND LOYALTY
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� General presumption is that markets tend to operate in such 

an imperfect manner that some form of public sector 

intervention is needed through providing aftercare services

� Other factors which give aftercare its growing meaning and 

significance for policy makers can be classified accordingly:

– Place marketing benefits

– Economic development benefits
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BENEFITS OF AFTERCARE AND INVESTOR 

DEVELOPMENT



� Aftercare services can help investors avoid feelings of post-
purchase discontent and reinforce that the correct location 
decision has been made

� Nurturing a positive and distinct local identity

� “First movers” are often the first-point-of-call for new 
potential investors

� Image building through company testimonials, joint media 
campaigns, joint participation in overseas missions, etc.
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PLACE MARKETING BENEFITS OF AFTERCARE 

AND INVESTOR DEVELOPMENT



� Short-term benefits:
– Support investors to realize their initial investment plans

� Long-term benefits:
– Aftercare as important component of more fully integrated local economic 

development  (e.g. flagship investors that have been granted responsibility for 
product-related R&D such as Apple and Intel in Ireland)

– Continuous upgrade of existing investment and factor conditions

– In particular infrastructure and labour development benefits

– Emergence of suppliers and service providers in the location

� Wider policy benefits:
– Lower cost and improvement of the reliability of public services

– Potentially important channel for investor views and opinions to reach top 
levels of government

– Government macro-analysis can benefit from the aftercare relationship as 
source of intelligence on key trends and issues, shaping government policies
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT BENEFITS OF 

AFTERCARE AND INVESTOR DEVELOPMENT



� Intel  has progressed through and out of the manufacturing of circuit 

boards and systems and has replaced its original plant

� Intel is now constructing 

its third plant in Ireland and

will place this facility at the 

cutting edge of global

microprocessor technology. 
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EXAMPLES OF SUCCESSFUL AFTERCARE LONG-TERM 

BENEFITS: INTEL IN IRELAND



� Apple’s facility in Cork used to be a large scale manufacturing plant but 

has been radically re-designed

� The low value manufacturing process has been moved out of Ireland but 

Cork retained a facility with 100% configure-to-order capability

� Importantly, Cork has become:

– Apple’s European HQ 

– Customer relations centre

– Technical support centre

– On-line electronic sales centre

United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific 

EXAMPLES OF SUCCESSFUL AFTERCARE LONG-TERM 

BENEFITS: APPLE IN IRELAND



1. Post-investment support: aftercare activities that help 

foreign firms to realize their initial investment plans and 

intentions

2. Aftercare activities that help foreign firms to extend and 

deepen their direct investment activity in host countries

United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific 

TWO-STAGED PROCESS OF AFTERCARE



CORPORATE DEVELOPMENT PATH

� There are eight stages in the growth of investor 

development activities in your community:

1. Establishing start-up

2. Carrying out the basic mandate satisfactorily

3. Performing the basic mandate in a “superior” way (efficiency gains)

4. Extending the basic mandate – Low-risk moves

5. Extending the basic mandate – Strategic activities

6. Becoming a strategic center for the TNC – center of excellence

7. Becoming a strategic center for key activities

8. Becoming a stand-alone strategy-making unit of the TNC (i.e. regional 

head office)
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RELATIONSHIP EVOLUTION: 

EXAMPLE OF EXPANDING AND 

DIVERSIFYING ITS ACTIVITIES

Source: British Airways
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ELEMENTS OF A FULL AFTERCARE SYSTEM
(WORLD BANK)
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� Precondition: understand the investor community

� Develop objectives and identify partners

� Assess resources and develop organizational options

� Segment, target and design the aftercare programme

� Deliver services, monitor and evaluate the results

KEY STEPS IN SETTING UP AND OPERATING AN 

AFTERCARE UNIT
(UNCTAD, 2007)
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� Increased value added activities of a targeted set of TNCs

� Increased employment of certain levels of staff

� Attraction of suppliers to TNCs, possibly to a specific 

business park or region

� More collaborative projects with universities or other R&D 

organizations

� Identification and removal of key barriers to increased 

reinvestment by TNCs

� Increased reinvestment in a specific region

POSSIBLE OBJECTIVES OF AFTERCARE 

PROGRAMME
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� Value added at TNCs

� Salary levels

� Extent of knowledge driven, R&D orientation

� Type of activity, for example, subsidiary, regional 

headquarters (HQ), regional R&D centre or specialized 

manufacturing operation

� Export-oriented (actual and potential)

� Impact if the TNC decides to relocate to elsewhere

� Ability to influence (TNCs where there are already some 

good working relationships)

SEGMENTATION AND TARGETS:

POSSIBLE CRITERIA
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AFTERCARE SERVICE SPACE (UNCTAD, 2007) 

Administrative Operational Strategic

� Obtaining permits, licenses 

and permissions

� Visa handling

� Finding homes and schools

� Introductions to service 

providers

� Land and property use issues

� Infrastructure

� People issues (staff shortages, skills, 

recruitment, training)

� Dealing with local officials

� Customs clearance

� Export promotion

� Identifying local suppliers

� Information on (changing) 

regulations and market access

� Investment expansion 

� Upgrading standards of local 

suppliers

� Involve universities and 

scientists

� Policy advocacy

United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific 

� There are three different types of aftercare services:

– Administrative – enabling investor establishment 

– Operational – enabling investor operations and processes

– Strategic – help expansion of the investment

� Examples of aftercare issues:



FULL SPECTRUM OF SERVICES

Time – Service table
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Strategic

Establish firm so that it 

operates successfully 

and performs its 

mandate

Competition legislation, 

product development, 

R&D capabilities

Services that support firms in 

becoming centers of 

excellence

Operational

Help finding office 

space, factory, recruit 

staff, help install ICT 

equipment, power, etc

Staff training, new 

premises, improved 

connectivity and 

transportation, trouble 

shooting

Local R&D, university 

collaboration, strong relation 

with other knowledge

intensive institutes, local 

government

Administrative

Obtain visas, import 

permits, work permits

for spouses, etc

Find schools, doctors

(speaking English), 

drugs and 

administration 

approvals

Agreement with tax 

authorities, collaborate with 

public sector (local 

government) in planning and 

transport

Short term Medium term Long term

The type of services and time dimension are illustrated in the table below. Time refers to how long your IPA 

has been servicing the investor. It is not intended to by fully inclusive, but offered by way of illustration
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WHERE TO START YOUR AFTERCARE SERVICE?

Aftercare Time – Service table
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When you need to develop an aftercare programme from scratch, start with the most 

straightforward services and increasingly expand your services over time. It takes time, 

experience and knowledge to provide long term strategic aftercare services
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MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR SUSTAINABLE 

AFTERCARE

– Taking existing companies seriously

– Taking start-ups (spin-offs) seriously - they may become BIG

– An understanding of international investment

– Sensitive to specific industry and business issues

– Structured database

– A long term approach

– Clear objectives - Account management planning

– Influence and contacts to handle and solve delicate (political) 

problems

– Know the ways to deal with bureaucracy

– Organizational skills to function as an intermediary between both 

public and private entities

– Sufficient number and level of dedicated staff to aftercare

– Ombudsman function

– Sufficient authority

– Sufficient resources.

– Maintain a structured database!

Commitment

Knowledge

Vision

Network

Organizational
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AFTERCARE AND ITS INTERRELATIONSHIP WITH 

OTHER ACTIVITIES

Aftercare and investor development

Listen, learn, act 

and redevelop!

Actively target potential 

investors 

44

Assess strengths and 

promote them and address 

weaknesses (M&E)

33

(Re) develop an 

investment promotion 

strategy

11

Welcome new investors 

and provide aftercare and 

investor development 

services

55

Partnering with key 

stakeholders

22
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IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS FOR SUCCESSFUL 

AFTERCARE AND INVESTOR DEVELOPMENT

� Objective and buy-in: Effectively assisting and developing relations with 

existing investors throughout the whole investment cycle can generate 

greater economic returns than continually chasing new investment 

� Team work: The team in charge of investor development will fail without 

sharing a common objective. The team members will not all be from one 

organization but they must all share the same ideas and accept 

responsibility for their actions

� Targets: If a project was worth securing as an inward investment, it must 

be worth supporting as an existing investor. In many cases insignificant 

potential investors are over-serviced whilst existing important investors 

get no or too little support.
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IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS FOR SUCCESSFUL 

AFTERCARE AND INVESTOR DEVELOPMENT, CONT.

� Engagement: It is difficult to gain initial credibility with significant 
companies but continuous engagement with these companies is 
instrumental to success. Research, effective questioning, and follow 
through on offered and promised actions can overcome initial resistance

� Influence and tools: Trust and influence are gained over time by 
understanding the client and meeting their needs. Create an account plan 
and monitor performance – but remember investor development is not 
just about helping the company – you have objectives too

� Key account & account management is a detailed process; more than 40 
accounts per person is probably too many. More than 5 years without a 
significant change in an international company is a long time. Target a 
15% success rates or 4 - 6 successes per person per annum. Know your 
investor’s goals and needs!
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OBJECTIVES AND BUY-IN

� Developing existing investors can 

generate greater economic returns 

than continually chasing new 

investment

� The objective of investor 

development is to grow the 

productive capacity of the country

� This can be achieved by increasing 

company scale, increasing the 

value of on-site activity or 

increasing the level of local activity 

undertaken by the investor

� A company which does not evolve or re-

invest is unlikely to remain in place for more 

than 10 years.

� A strong relationship with an  international 

company is likely to generate multiple 

project  opportunities over a period of time.

� Greater involvement from a well integrated 

investor creates a stronger multiplier effect 

than from a new international investor

� Investor development will not save every 

investor but undertaken effectively it will 

result in both a reduction in disinvestment 

and also a greater economic legacy  from 

those who eventually depart
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KEY ACCOUNT: TEAM

� Effective investor development 

will fail without the team sharing 

a common objective 

� That team will probably include 

members from different 

organizations but they must all 

share ideas and accept 

responsibility.

� The account team will require a 

leader and a clear plan of action. 

Over time different team 

members may involve directly 

with the target

� The identity of the account team leader 

will be the initial recognized point of 

contact for the client and will be the 

person who co-ordinates activity

� It is important to recognize where 

decisions are made in the company and 

how these can be influenced
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KEY ACCOUNT: TARGETS

� If a project was worth securing as an 
inward investment, it must be worth 
supporting as an existing investor.

� In many cases insignificant potential 
investors are over-serviced whilst 
existing important investors get no 
or too little support

� Investor development managers 
should not be the supporter of lost 
causes 

� Investor development is about 
proactively selecting priority 
accounts and not simply reacting to 
requests

� Reacting to crises in companies usually 

involves offering too little too late and 

time spent trying to resolve crises wastes 

an opportunity to help develop an 

opportunity client

� The choice of target will reflect the 

objectives of the organization:

– Fast growing company

– Active in a priority sector

– Embedded most in local economy

– Largest contributor to local welfare

� It is important to maintain a consistent 

approach and not to take on too many 

accounts

� Poor investor development is likely to 

achieve as little as none at all
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ENGAGEMENT

� It is difficult to gain initial credibility 

with significant companies but 

engagement with these companies is 

instrumental to success 

� Research, effective questioning, and 

follow through on offered and 

promised actions can overcome 

initial resistance

� Investor development is not about 

fiercely guarding relationships 

� If the wider team can open doors, create 

introductions and offer expertise on 

projects, the programme will be more 

effective

� The final result can be an organization 

embedded in a region with multiple 

contacts working on incremental projects
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INFLUENCE AND TOOLS

� Trust and influence are gained 

over time by understanding the 

client and meeting their needs. 

� Create an account plan and 

monitor performance – but 

remember investor development 

is not just about helping the 

company – you have objectives 

too

� The relationship should also 

identify those services which will 

add most value both to the client 

and the needs of the wider 

economy

� The diagram in the next slide illustrates typical 

areas of intervention, the process and required 

competencies
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INFLUENCE AND TOOLS, CONT.
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KEY ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

� Account management is a detailed 
process, more than 40 accounts per 
person is probably too many

� More than 5 years without a 
significant change in an international 
company is a long time

� Target a 15% success rates or 4-6 
successes per person per annum

� Successful key account management 
requires influencing through a 
number of incremental steps

� And it requires balancing investor 
goals and needs with the goals and 
needs of the country

� Account plans and outputs should consider a 

number of useful areas of activity

� Some of these potential measures are 

illustrated below
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EFFECTIVELY DEALING WITH INVESTOR 

INQUIRIES: BEST PRACTICE

� Understanding an investor’s requirements 

� Appointing a single client executive to respond to inquiries

� Rapidly providing accurate, timely information and data

� Ensuring the confidentiality of the investor’s project and 

strategy at all times – limiting the number of people 

involved and even signing a confidentiality agreement

� Ensuring an understanding of the project in key ministries 

and agencies at the national level (for major projects) 

� Encouraging diplomatic service visits to corporate 

headquarters (for major projects)
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� Availability and contactability

� Responsiveness and handling

� Response quality

� Ongoing customer care, in an integrated system that is 

continuously monitored for improvement 

EFFECTIVELY DEALING WITH INVESTOR INQUIRIES: FOUR KEY 

DETERMINANTS (WORLD BANK)
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VALIDATING AFTERCARE 

PROGRAMME/STRATEGY

� Identify Key  Performance Indicators (KPIs): No. of complaints, how long 

it takes to solve (time, steps, days); % dissatisfied clients, etc.

� Issues/assumptions: CRM database (structure)

� Leads/targets/activities: prioritize firms with high level complaints, 

cluster, project based

� Organization/structure: facilitation teams, involve others

� Budget

� Monitor: survey (annual)
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� Institutional credibility

� Staff capability

� Adequate resources

� Adequate political support

� TNC not willing to engage

� Ensuring continuity while facing staff turnover

� Policy driven not customer driven

� Availability of proper ICT infrastructure

� Getting partners to work together

� Coordination among all involved

CHALLENGES TO EFFECTIVE AFTERCARE
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� Be pre-emptive

� Use regular investor surveys (customer feedback): how well 

did we do?

� Develop case studies of best practice

� Set targets for M&E:

– number of contact visits per year for the different segments

– number of successful projects

– number of new jobs created by investor

– Degree of reinvestment by the investor

– Expansion of the investor (in terms of quantity and quality, e.g. 

establishment of R&D centre, regional HQ, etc.)

MONITORING AND EVALUATION
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� Designing and implementing effective aftercare policies is 

challenging:

– Identifying which services are needed at different points along the 

investment cycle

– Deciding how best to deliver aftercare services raises important 

issues within and between different parts of the public sector in 

terms of leadership, governance and co-ordination

– Determining what level of resource is needed and where they should 

come from.
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STRATEGIC AFTERCARE AND POLICY 

CHALLENGES



� The challenge of aftercare is even greater in the case of 

economies in transition and developing countries due to for 

instance:

– A slowly changing and developing institutional landscape

– Basic infrastructure has some major weaknesses

– Basic business conditions can still be very difficult

� Aftercare is nevertheless regarded as one of the core functions of 

IPAs in economies in transition and developing economies

� Excellent aftercare can be an important competitive factor but 

cannot replace a conducive  business climate
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STRATEGIC AFTERCARE AND POLICY 

CHALLENGES, CONT.



� The policy goals for aftercare programmes should be consistent with 
government aims for overall economic development

� The primary focus of aftercare should be on the following types of strategic 
FDI (which were promoted and targeted):

– High export intensity & low import intensity

– High local content in the product/service produced

– High level of employment, pay and productivity

– Limited displacement effects in key local markets

– Promoting host-country competition

– Support high value-adding activities

– Develop strong strategic linkages locally

– Innovative, promote R&D

United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific 
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LINK BETWEEN AFTERCARE AND POLICY 

ADVOCACY

� Policy advocacy closely relates to investor monitoring and 

aftercare services

– Repeating aftercare activities might contribute to start an active 

lobby to address specific challenges in your business climate

� The ultimate goal of policy advocacy is to structurally change 

to improve your business environment

� Learning from investors can help government negotiate 

better IIAs
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THE POLICY ADVOCACY CYCLE
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Part 3 

Aftercare services: some country 

examples



� After the Asian financial crisis in 1997/1998, the Republic of 
Korea was forced to pursue FDI-friendly policy initiatives in 
exchange for standby IMF credit

� This has meant shifting policy direction dramatically from 
conventional loan-based to an FDI-based strategy

� This led to the establishment of the Korea Investment 
Service Centre (KISC)

� ROK adopted an investment aftercare strategy as a new 
measure for investment promotion
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INVESTOR AFTERCARE IN THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA: 

BACKGROUND



� In 2003, the FDI promotion and facilitation strategy was reviewed 

and KSIC was replaced by Invest KOREA

� Part of the new strategy was the appointment of a foreign 

investment ombudsman

� The role of the investment ombudsman is to resolve difficulties 

and address grievances that existing foreign investors encounter 

in the ROK

� The ombudsman is appointed by the President of the ROK and 

serves as a member of the National Competitiveness Council
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INVESTOR AFTERCARE IN THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA: 

BACKGROUND, CONT.
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ROLE OF INVESTOR AFTERCARE IN THE ROK : 

INTERNAL STRUCTURE
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� Investment Consulting Centre: 

– Provide administrative and support services for foreign investors

– Provide consulting services in areas such as accounting, tax, legal 

affairs, etc.

– Help foreign investors settle down in Korea including one-day 

secretarial service, consulting

� Investment Aftercare Division:

– Address difficulties experienced by foreign-invested companies

ROK FOREIGN INVESTOR SUPPORT OFFICE
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ROK FOREIGN INVESTMENT OMBUDSMAN

http://www.i-

ombudsman.or.kr/eng/ogc/index.jsp?

num=1&s_unit=&no=
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ROK FOREIGN INVESTMENT OMBUDSMAN, CONT.
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� ROK’s investment ombudsman structure has been 

recognized for its excellence as it has been awarded the 

WAIPA award 2007 at its World Investment Conference

� Foreign investors’ difficulties performance had increased 

from 24 percent in 2002 to 98 percent in 2007 since the 

establishment of the Office of the Investment Ombudsman

� The ombudsman system has globally been acknowledged as 

crucial in inducing TNCs to reinvest or expand. 
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INVESTOR AFTERCARE IN THE ROK : RESULTS



IMPORTANCE OF REINVESTMENT IN ROK
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AFTERCARE SERVICES BY CZECH INVEST
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AFTERCARE SERVICES BY CZECH INVEST, CONT.
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AFTERCARE SERVICES BY CZECH INVEST, CONT.
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� Support to expansion, re-investment and the development of research capacities

� Assistance in seeking suitable industrial zones and business properties

� Advising how to draw investment incentives and project co-financing from EU 

structural funds

� Seeking suppliers in the relevant region

� Providing support in the human resources area

� Promoting cooperation between investors and secondary schools, vocational 

colleges and universities

� Providing for negotiations with local authorities, state administration bodies and 

public institutions

� Ensuring that investors’ proposals to amend legislation are submitted to the 

Czech Government; cultivating the Czech business environment

� Organizing specialized workshops, working breakfasts with top officials, round 

tables and social events.
Source: www.czechinvest.org/en/aftercare



AFTERCARE SERVICES BY CZECH INVEST, CONT.

DECENTRALIZED SERVICE OFFERING
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AFTERCARE SERVICES BY CZECH INVEST, CONT.

SECTOR SPECIFIC APPROACH
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INVESTORS AFTERCARE PROGRAMME IN THE 

PHILIPPINES 



DURBAN INVESTMENT PROMOTION AGENCY:

AFTERCARE ACTIVITIES

1. Goal: Expansion, retention and aftercare of local 

corporate business

2. Hosting the company/investor at the DIPA office –

providing free office space for 3 months with access to 

phone and internet and DIPA administrative services.

3. Collaborate with the company/investor to set up a 

launch for the product /services. DIPA would do a 

press release with firm, and send to all media. 

4. DIPA has its mayor or city manager write a letter of 

welcome to the firm, acknowledging the business that 

they are bringing. Dignifying the relationship if there is 

a note from the highest authority in the city.

5. DIPA ensures that their relevant consulate 

welcomes the foreign investor and organizes 

reception.
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AFTERCARE IN CROATIA
(HTTP://INVEST-CROATIA-LS-COUNTY.COM/EN/ABOUT-US/ADVISORY-SERVICES)
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

� Aftercare in combination with Investor Development is a relatively 

new phenomena, but increasingly becoming more popular among 

Investment Promotion Agencies around the world

� Investor Development is an important means of lead generation 

and redevelopment of existing acquisition strategy

• Be proactive, not reactive; You take action!

• Focus on company growth and maximizing opportunities, not just problem 

solving

• Coordinated, long term process - must involve all key players

– Private stakeholders

– Governmental members
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CONCLUDING REMARKS, CONT.

� Although most IPAs do not dedicate the same amount of 

resources to aftercare as to winning new investments, there 

is a sound case for investing in aftercare services

– About one third off all investments in developing countries are 

realized through reinvested earnings, investment expansions and 

diversification

– The cost of winning through aftercare is less than that of generating 

investments from new companies

� Setting up an aftercare department from scratch is a big 

challenge , but there are key steps for setting up and 

managing a successful programme

– Keep it simple and start with administrative aftercare services
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� What is your investment realization rate compared to overall approved investment? 
Would you consider this normal, below or above average?

� To what extent is investment facilitation defined and practiced in your national IPA 
and local IPAs? How important is aftercare as part of the overall role and activities of 
your IPA?

� Does your IPA provide one-stop shop services? Are these services effective and 
efficient? How does your IPA manage coordination with various involved ministries 
and agencies with regard to obtaining permits and licenses etc. 

� Does your IPA coordinate effectively with local IPAs in the provinces or municipalities? 
What issues related to effective coordination can you identify that should be 
addressed?

� How effective is your IPA or ISC in responding to investor queries? What could be 
improved?

� Does your IPA have an ombudsman service or special unit addressing investor 
grievances?

� After having considered the various issues involved in IPA roles and functions what is 
your priority in improving your IPA’s performance and services? What about the 
longer term?

DISCUSSION ISSUES
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CONTACT DETAILS – UNESCAP

UNESCAP
The United Nations Building

Rajadamnern Nok Avenue

Bangkok 10200 

Thailand

T: (66-2) 288-1234

F: (66-2) 288-1000

W: http://www.unescap.org/contact

Consulting Partner

Investment Consulting Associates (ICA)

H.J.E Wenckebachweg 210

1086 AS Amsterdam

The Netherlands

T:  +31 20 217 0115

F: +31 20 462 3535

E: info@ic-associates.com

W: www.ic-associates.com



Your questions please?
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